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1. Introduction. The Ramanujan function x(ri) is defined as the nth 
coefficient in the ^-expansion of the discriminant function 

(1) A(z) = q ft (1 - qn)24 = £ <n)q\ q = e1™, Im(z) > 0. 
w = l n = l 

It is well known that A(z) spans the space of cusp forms of dimension —12 
associated with the unimodular group and is in fact an eigenfunction of 
the Hecke operators. With A(z) there is associated a Dirichlet series with 
an Euler product of the type 

(2) cp(s) = £ r(n)n-s = 11(1 - x{p)p-s + p11"25)"1. 
n= 1 p 

The Dirichlet series q>(s) defines a regular function in Re(s) > 13/2 and 
satisfies a functional equation of known type. Hardy [3] was the first to 
observe that the location of the zeros of (p(s) gives rise to problems similar 
to those for the Riemann zeta function £(s). In the Princeton version of [3] 
Hardy suggested that a prime number theorem for the Ramanujan 
function 

(3) I T(p)\ogp = 0(x13'2) 
p£ x 

would follow if one could show that (p(s) # 0 for Re(s) = 13/2. In [6], 
Rankin settled Hardy's problem by showing that indeed (p(s) does not 
vanish on Re(s) = 13/2. It is also implicit in Rankin's work that the large O 
in (3) can be replaced by small o. In this note we indicate further improve
ments on Rankin's result. 

2. Statement of results. As in the classical situation of the Riemann zeta 
function, the following results lead to an improvement of (3). 

LEMMA 1 (GENERALIZED VON MANGOLDT FORMULA). Let N^ (7) denote 
the number of zeros p = j8 + iy of(p(s) with 11/2 ^ p ^ 13/2 and 0 ^ y ^ T. 
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Then 

JV(D = - l o g f - - + O(logr). 

LEMMA 2 (EXPLICIT FORMULA). Let x and T be sufficiently large. Then 

X T(p)logp = A^x) - £ x'/p + R(x, T\ 
p^x \y\<T 

where the second sum runs over those zeros p = ft + iy ofq>(s) with 11/2 ^ j8 
^ 13/2 and \y\ ^ T. A9(x) and R(x9 T) satisfy 

x13/2(logTX)2 

A (x) « x6 and R(x, T) « -1/3 

LEMMA 3 (ZERO-FREE REGIONS). The Ramanujan-Dirichlet series is 
<p{s) =5* 0 for s = a + it in the region 

13 B 
G > 2 log(|t| + 2)' 

where B is a suitably chosen positive constant. 

MAIN THEOREM. 

X T(p)logp« x13/2exp(-^(logx)1/2), 
PS x 

where A is a suitably chosen constant. 

REMARKS. Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 are established in [4] for the more 
general class of arithmetical functions A(n) which are the coefficients of 
Dirichlet series whose Mellin transforms are eigenfunctions of the Hecke 
operators acting on the space of cusp forms of dimension —k associated 
with the unimodular group. Lemma 3 has also been obtained in this 
general situation, but the question of whether there is a zero at the real 
point of the line of absolute convergence has been left opea For the 
Ramanujan-Dirichlet series (p(s\ the problem was solved by Rankin [6]. 
Ogg [5] has shown on the assumption of the Peterson conjecture that 
there is no such real zero. The Main Theorem also generalizes this but 
now one must carry an additional term to account for the possibility of 
there being a real zero of the type described above. 

3. Sketch of proofs. Proofs of Lemma 1 can be found in Berndt [1] and 
Goldstein [2]. The two proofs follow along the classical lines and depend 
essentially on the functional equation satisfied by (p(s): 

(2n)-T(s)<p(s) =(27ir12r(12 - s)<p{l2 - s). 
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The proof of Lemma 2 also follows along the classical lines by an applica
tion of Perron's Formula to the function 

_ < ^ s ) = «> Af(n) 

<p(s) nk ns ' 

where A<p(n) is the analogue of the von Mangoldt function A(ri) in the 
theory of the Riemann zeta function Here one difficulty arises which did 
not exist in the classical situation, namely we do not know the precise 
order of magnitude of x{n). This difficulty is overcome by using the esti
mates of Rankin [6] which essentially say that on the average x(n) behaves 
as it should. 

The proof of Lemma 3 is an elaboration of Rankin's proof that the 
Ramanujan-Dirichlet series <p(s) does not vanish on the line Re(s) = 13/2. 
Rankin's ideas are then complemented with the well-known philosophy 
that if an analytic function does not vanish at a point, then a suitable open 
neighborhood of that point can be found where the function also does not 
vanish. To complete the proof one needs to obtain some estimates for 
<p{s) and its logarithmic derivative near the line of absolute convergence. 

The proof of the Main Theorem is a direct consequence of Lemma 2 and 
Lemma 3 and proceeds along the lines of the classical prime number 
theorem. 
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